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PASSIVE IS MASSIVE
ETF Stream hosts a series of roundtables each year which take a deep dive into a variety of
crucial topics around the ETF ecosystem.
From European regulatory developments to the ongoing demands for index providers, our
roundtables provide a platform for experts to share their opinions on the ever-changing ETF
landscape.
ETF Stream is the leading publication for everything ETF-related in Europe, Australia and Asia.
Through our website, publications and events, we ensure you stay up-to-date with the key news
from across the industry.
Our international team of journalists cover all the new issues, highlight the people moves, and
track the industry’s rapid growth. We’re also dedicated to educating the investor and advisor –
our events, guides, features, analysis and data help explain the ETF industry to a wider audience.
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MEET THE EXPERTS
Christopher Peel

Chief Investment Officer
Tavistock Wealth

Christopher is the Chief Investment Officer of Tavistock Wealth and carries
direct responsibility for all investments in the Centralised Investment
Proposition at the firm. Together with the research team, he manages in excess
of £1.2 billion of ETF investments held in the ACUMEN Portfolios (UCITS funds)
and the Tavistock PROFILES (model portfolios). Christopher has more than
33 years’ experience in financial markets, having held senior management
positions at both Citibank and Salomon Brothers.

Rumi Mahmood
ETF Analyst
Nutmeg

Rumi is responsible for ETF research, fund due diligence and selection. He plays
a lead role in shaping how Nutmeg executes its investment ideas in portfolios,
providing in-depth index and ETF research to senior portfolio managers in order
to allow us to effectively implement our asset allocation. He joined in early 2017
from the Bank of New York Mellon, where he was an analyst in Global Securities
Operations. Prior to that he worked in the energy sector at Royal Dutch Shell.

Weixu Yan

Portfolio Manager and Head of ETF Research
Close Brothers Asset Management

Weixu joined Close Brothers in 2009 and heads up ETF research. He also
manages the Close Tactical Select Conservative, Balanced and Growth
Portfolio Funds as well as the Close techMARK fund. His investment universe
comprises a full range of passive (Index funds and Exchange Traded Products)
investments across the equity, bond and alternative spectrums.

Sophie Kennedy
Head of Investment
EQ Investors

As EQ’s Head of Investment, Sophie has oversight and responsibility for
all aspects of EQ’s investment activities. She is chair of the Investment
Management Committee and serves on EQ’s Executive Management Team
and Board of Directors. Sophie joined EQ in 2015 as an Investment Analyst,
specialising in open and closed end funds, as well as tax-efficient investments
including the Enterprise Investment Scheme and Venture Capital Trusts. Prior
to joining EQ, she began her career at Tilney Bestinvest in 2011.
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With BlackRock predicting ETFs in UK wealth portfolios are set to increase by 50%
over the next two years, the fund buyer market is increasingly the target market for
ETF issuers. Amid regulatory changes such as MiFID II and technological innovation,
ETFs are becoming an increasingly important part of any investors’ toolkit.
However, barriers to entry such as the ongoing platform problems and legacy
technologies are halting ETF adoption from truly taking off. This roundtable will
explore the different ways fund buyers are using ETFs, their concerns about the
wrapper and how the ETF industry can improve to ensure BlackRock’s prediction
comes good.

Chair: What is driving wealth managers’ increasing ETF

such as high yield or emerging markets, it is very expensive for

usage?

retail investors if they want to get access to those markets.

Yan: Evidently, the price active managers charge is a big

Transparency is a big part of the process as it allows us to

factor as wealth managers are looking to decrease their costs.

educate investors on what they actually own. You get that

There are a number of useful factors when using ETFs. Investors

transparency with ETFs through daily disclosures. On top of this,

pay lower capital gains tax (CGT) by moving between different

the existence of a secondary market is another key reason why

FTSE 100 ETFs. This cannot be done when buying stocks.

we own ETFs over other formats.

Kennedy: Price is the reason we would choose an ETF.
There is an increasing importance of cost for our client base
driven by the introduction of MiFID II. Furthermore, in 2016, we
saw very poor performance from active managers across the
board in the UK, US and Europe. Also, investors can access high
levels of customisation when using ETFs be it through themes,
sectors or regions. When working with ETF providers, you can
build this customised exposure.
Mahmood: At Nutmeg, we will always stay with the ETF
wrapper. Part of the reason is to do with our mission, which is
essentially to enable retail investors in the UK to give access to
globally diversified multi-asset portfolios. There are many asset
classes that you can very easily get access to via ETFs that you
would not be able to through other means. If you think of areas
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Chair: Why is the secondary market so important?
Mahmood: The secondary market gives investors more
liquidity during periods of market stress which research and
trading volumes have shown. Investors may not like the price
they get during these periods of stress, but the fact is you can
still trade. This flexibility is very key and in times of stress, ETFs
have not behaved differently to the underlying stocks.
Yan: ETFs provide investors with the most liquidity because
of the secondary market. In a worst-case scenario, if an ETF
becomes gated, similar to what happened in the mutual fund
arena, it still trades on the exchange and becomes like an
investment trust. Therefore, investors will be able to trade
the ETF, but they may not like the price. With an open-ended
structure, once it is gated, there is no way investors could
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access their cash. This is why I like the ETF wrapper because at

Chair: How big of a boost would a consolidated tape be

least I can get out if I absolutely have to.

for European investors?

Kennedy: However, just to add, we have not seen a market

Mahmood: It would be absolutely massive. The fragmented

environment where the ETF wrapper has been tested yet

nature leads to all these misunderstandings. Ultimately, you

especially as they become more and more popular. In theory,

want an efficient system like the US where you are able to

ETFs have behaved well but in practice, we do not yet know.

understand the true liquidity of anything you want to invest in.

Yan: Let’s think about a scenario when an ETF would be

Right now, it is still a bit of manual exercise, trying to get all that

gated. First of all, the majority of ETF assets are still in the most

information from different sources, getting word of mouth from

liquid indices. If there is trouble in the S&P 500, then there will

market makers and piecing it all together. If it was all in one

be loads more other problems before ETFs come into play. In

place, it would make a lot of investors’ lives far easier while also

more esoteric markets such as small caps, I agree there could

dispelling all the myths around trading volumes and liquidity.

be more trouble.

Chair: Which factors do you consider when selecting a
Euro Stoxx 50 ETF for example?
Kennedy: Often the hardest part is choosing which index
you want to track for any given exposure. Once we have done
this, we look at how it is being replicated; is it physical, optimised
or synthetic? The majority of our exposures are physically
replicated. We feel we do not have the need to go synthetic.
We consider whether they do securities lending, the bid-ask
spread, trading volumes in the secondary market, tracking error
and tracking difference. By the time we reach fees, we have
usually narrowed the selection down to two or three products.

Chair: When would you use synthetic ETFs?

Mahmood: For tracking difference, it is very important

Yan: I have both but less on the synthetic side partly

that ETF providers are able to explain and give attribution for

because there are fewer synthetic offerings. There has recently

any difference. Whether it is coming from tax optimisation or

been more talk about accessing US exposure through synthetic

portfolio management techniques. On the securities lending

replication because of taxation and I am quite comfortable

side, we want to understand how the country arrangements are

with this because we have a big enough team to analyse the

structured so essentially whether we are getting appropriately

counterparty risk. Also, either way you will be exposed to

compensated for the risk we are taking.

counterparty risk as ETF providers are stock lending with physical

For liquidity, we look at a number of different sources such as

replication. At least with the bank, I know my counterparty risk, it

London Stock Exchange volumes and reconcile that against

is very transparent however with the sec lending, I do not know

aggregated trading volumes from Bloomberg. This is where we

who the counterparty risk is so it can be opaque in that sense.

can see the collective volume data across multiple currency

Furthermore, what I have seen with synthetic emerging market

lines and listings across exchanges. This, alongside the LSE

ETFs is they hold developed market equities, so you are

turnover, can give a really good picture of whether or not there

swapping those returns for the emerging market returns. If the

is liquidity. In some cases, the LSE volume is higher than in other

ETF goes bust and they have to liquidate then I actually own

European exchanges so you may think some of these ETFs are

the developed market ETFs, which are much easier to trade,

not trading but they actually are, but in different exchanges.

because of the time zone and the concerns around liquidity in

We also liaise with market makers to get a sense of where certain

emerging markets.

securities are trading and what is driving the discounts and

Peel: Other than commodities, everything is physical for us.

premiums. Ultimately, all this informs a total cost of ownership.

The reason is our client base tends to be UK retail and trying to

At this point, it will come down to two or three ETFs and then

explain counterparty risk to them can be a tricky task. I do not

we are trying to optimise every basis point gain that we can

have an issue with either but as previously mentioned, on the

because that is what will compound.

physical side, they are lending them out to a variety of other
counterparties. They are backed by providers, but you have
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counterparty risk in both directions. Counterparty risks, no
matter what direction the trade is going, should be focusing on
how we can best replicate the underlying with the least amount
of tracking error.
Kennedy: We use physical only. It just means that areas
such as EM small cap, we just avoid in terms of using the ETFs.
If you have a trade-off, you can go synthetic or you just use an
active manager where that liquidity is being managed.

Chair: How big of an issue are ETF closures?
Mahmood: It does not really impact us that much because
our portfolios are not really investing in niche products which
are likely to be less liquid. However, I do not think it is a bad

framework to begin with. This requires the ETF issuer to be

thing. Products launching and closing is just a natural part of the

ESG compliant and have a strong ESG offering because I do not

evolution. If there is no demand for the product, the right thing

want to be buying their products if they are not treating their

to do is close them down and this is not just for ETFs.

employees fairly, for example. Currently, I do not have an ESG

Chair: How much ESG do you incorporate into your
portfolios?
Kennedy: We try to incorporate ESG across all of our

offering in my funds.

Chair: What would it take for you to adopt ESG ETFs
into your main portfolio?

mainstream offerings, both active and passive. We are in the

Yan: It is difficult because I would like all companies to be

process of building an ESG ETF portfolio but with a low carbon

ESG compliant and not just a few. I would focus on the ETFs

approach which will include a few thematic ETFs. However,

being physically replicated and the issuer having a strong asset

looking at the definition of ESG, we would probably all have a

stewardship programme. This programme would be very ESG

different view of what it means. There is no right answer, as some

focused, have a large team and then vote for the companies to

may be looking for ESG leaders or be looking to overweight

be better at ESG scoring.

securities with higher ESG scores.

Peel: We launched an ESG fund last month. With the
Vanguard greenwashing issue during the summer last year, we
rolled into the Bank of Ireland with a UCITS offering. I had spent
two months writing a one-page ESG investment policy specific
to the fund which adopted the MSCI approach which may not
be perfect but it is the best thing going at the moment. Our ESG
policy has a minimum average rating in the portfolio of either A
or above. It is best to take a wide steer on the fixed income side
for defining ESG as you could come up with a universe no better
than 50 holdings while searching across the European space.
While this is changing very quickly, it does not make the market
instantly liquid.
It is not surprising more ETFs are closing. People are getting

Yan: Defining ESG is an issue. Internally, our equity analysts

better at calculating their trading and transaction costs so when

will have a different view on ESG compared to our bond analysts

you are trading an ETF with £20-30m, the bid-offer spread is

versus me. I have taken the point of view from MSCI but there

massive. This will likely result in the big players getting bigger.

is also FTSE Russell which has a completely different point of

Mahmood: We launched some ESG portfolios in 2018

view. Wealth managers seem to use terms like ESG, ethical and

following a lot of client demand but prior to this we held off

sustainable interchangeably but they all mean different things.

because the product pool was very limited. The demand now is

We have many discussions focusing on formalising our ESG

sufficient enough so we can build a globally diversified portfolio

investment policy, incorporating that into our equity analysts’

with strong asset allocation, low cost and good liquidity. We
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saw a lot of other ESG portfolios out there lack integrity and

sustainable accounting standards into its methodology to

consistency. Some would exclude Apple stocks but their fixed

develop some basic indices where the focus has been more on

income offering included Apple issued debt.

the quantitative accounting side of ESG.

To avoid this, we worked with a lot of providers to get the right

Peel: There is poor variety within the fixed income bucket.

kind of ETFs and indices launched so we can build on these

I know there are a few green bond products in the US but we

consistent rules. Since then, those portfolios are actually the

need some more here in Europe. BlackRock has just launched

fastest growing we have. Roughly 20% of Nutmeg’s revenue

two high yield ETFs in euros and dollars, but there needs to be

last year was from our SRI portfolios. There are many products

more development in the green bond space. Green bonds are

out there coming from MSCI, why? Partly because it has the

not being held to the same standard as the equity side where

most data that other ESG data providers do not have. One

it is very clear what a company is doing. At the moment, you

thing we are trying to be transparent with is how much better

cannot run a properly balance portfolio in the ETF space until

the portfolio is relative to a non-ESG or SRI portfolio in terms of

we have more fixed income tools, but this should be changing

carbon-intensive and water stress.

very quickly.

Chair: How big of an issue is greenwashing?
Kennedy: It is very important. There are some products
out there where their holdings do not in any way follow E, S
or G, especially if you are simply over and underweighting
exposures. Engagement is vital. When we started developing
our impact funds eight years ago, there were some holdings
that were not deemed impact. But if we waited for them to get
their ducks in a row, we would probably still be waiting. Retail
investors are driving the demand for passive ESG products. The
likes of Extinction Rebellion, climate change and the Australian
fires have made an impact and there is more research that
shows integrating and incorporating ESG into your financial due

Chair: What about on a broader scale for fixed income

diligence can positively impact your financial returns.

development?

Chair: What ESG products would you like to see more
of?

Yan: I would like to see more maturity buckets so you can
play a bit more on the yield curve but doing so in a diversified
manner. Additionally, fallen angels has been an interesting
crossover strategy. We would also like to see more alternatives
to help diversify as there is even less choice out there. I have
seen some development with gold but even that still has its
issues such as where did the gold come from? Where was it
mined? Was it done so sustainably?
Kennedy: We use certain maturity buckets but US and UK
government bonds are about as exciting as it gets. We target
certain durations and markets which is much more difficult
in Europe, but we play the curve with them in our bespoke
portfolios. This gives us the opportunity to move quite quickly
which is a useful tool. More broadly than that, I have to say with

Mahmood: There are a number of products I would like to
see more mainly in small caps but data limitations make them
unfeasible at the moment. On the fixed income side, I would
like to see some different types of index methodology from
someone other than MSCI. I believe S&P are now incorporating
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the exception of a green bond index fund that we have just
slowly introduced, we stay clear from the more exciting parts
of the market.
Mahmood: One thing that I would like to see launched in
Europe is more fixed income smart beta products. There are
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some factors that do translate well into fixed income such as

and battery technology are also interesting areas but they

value and momentum.

require more research into the theme to ensure they are doing

Chair: How do you implement smart beta ETFs?

what they say they are.

Yan: I have just invested in an S&P 500 low volatility ETF.
Low volatility is intuitive in terms of how it works. I have used
less so on the value and growth because low volatility is quite
self-explanatory in a way that as long as the volatility of the
underlying holdings is less than that of the market, it works. I am
aiming to be more defensive within our equities and get growth
from our sector plays such as IT. I feel value is very difficult to
play, similar to ESG, as everyone has a different definition for
it. A few years ago, I saw Apple was the largest value stock in
the US which was also the largest growth stock. MSCI found
three or four different definitions for value including enhanced
and prime. S&P and FTSE Russell also have multiple definitions
which comes to the same issue we are having with defining ESG.
Peel: We use smart beta as an allocation against our equity
benchmarks. We first implemented a multi-factor low volatility
ETF to reduce our risk exposure and then curiosity got the
better of us. We moved to single factor tilts and noticed there is
not a lot of difference. Timing factors is very difficult.

Peel: There are certain pitfalls within thematics, for sure. If
you look at clean energy, it has performed phenomenally well
where one of its holdings is up roughly 120%, another 85% so
we are in “betting on the nose” territory. These companies are
operating in new spaces and the weight of money going into
them can be quite significant which benefits the theme itself.
And for whatever reason it may be, this money does not come out
when markets have a pullback and are not being aggressively
sold. Maybe hedge fund managers are looking for liquidity so
they are bypassing these specific companies.
Mahmood: We do not use thematics and I do not think we
will any time soon. They have a limited track record so we cannot
look at its historical data with our retail cline base in mind. On
top of that, cost and liquidity are a factor in this decision as well
as how can we allocate it to fit into our portfolios.

Chair: What other areas within ETFs do you avoid?
Yan: Liquidity is the main area of concern over anything else.
I would stay away from anything like a micro-cap ETF. Looking
Kennedy: We used a US value ETF to negate our growth

at previous issues within the active fund side, liquidity is vital.

tilt in the US which was our tech play. We switched because it

Kennedy: Anything lacking liquidity is something we would

was underperforming to one which is also underperforming. We

avoid as well as any leveraged and inverse products which

were not doing it because we thought we could time the value

would not be appropriate for our retail clients.

trade, but we wanted to make sure we had some balance but

Peel: We would stay away from non-transparent ETFs like

turned out to be the wrong decision, so you have to be careful.

what is coming out in the US. I have got to be able to defend

Chair: Are thematic products of interest?
Yan: We have just invested in a cybersecurity ETF. Within
thematics, it is more intuitive to your clients than talking about
value versus growth. It is easier to tell how many devices you
have that are easily hackable. Other areas that are interesting

my position in front of my end investors. As a fund manager, if I
cannot explain what is in my fund then I am neglecting a pretty
key part of my job. The main thing with ETFs is you are able
to understand what it tracks. If you cannot explain it within 60
seconds, then you should not be buying it.

are robotics and AI which has grown massively in assets. Water
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Yan: I do not think the non-transparent ETFs will come to

having to use proper benchmarks to compare their performances

Europe. Everyone needs to be able to understand the strategy

as opposed to the IA peer group which compared different

and if it performs like how you understand it to be, then you are

investment objectives and holdings. It is going to play to the

fine. If these products were to launch and suddenly go belly-

passive community because you can negate your trading costs

side up, then the whole ETF industry gets tainted.

and still be better off than the average active fund manager.

Mahmood: The rationale in the US for active ETFs is that
they do not see ETFs as a choice for transparency, they see
it more as a technological choice. Transparency is just a byproduct. Active ETFs without daily disclosures would enable
flexibility in terms of daily and intraday trading which helps
with liquidity. Choice is important but regulation would need to
stringent because one of the main issues here is the role of the
authorised participant.

Chair: What are the big problems with buying ETFs
through platforms?
Kennedy: From an operational perspective, it is almost
impossible to efficiently trade ETFs with most platforms. The
current structure does not work for us because we service a
number of IFAs and are on an increasing number of platforms.
Mahmood: Long before I joined, the first bit of
technology Nutmeg built was an in-house fractional trading
tech. We were trading up to five decimal points for an ETF.
One thing ETF providers are doing to help platforms is making
units smaller. This helps platforms handle different trade sizes,
however, on our side, we had minimal issues because we solved
this hurdle by developing fractionalising ourselves.
Peel: In terms of the platform industry as a whole, it is still
living in the Stone Ages and is preventing a level playing field
in the retail market. There are barriers to entry, the conflicts
of interest between fund management houses and insurance
companies that own platforms are making it very difficult for
competing fund management companies to list their funds.
With some ETFs that are trading on platforms, they are getting
skinned alive on trade execution. There are times of the day
where you can see spreads jump up because all the platforms
are trading at the same time every day which should not be
happening. We have reported it to the FCA because there is
limited availability of ETFs and these bid/offer spreads are
making it very difficult to trade them. We are still waiting for the
FCA to get back to us.

Mahmood: Obviously there is a loss of trust in fund
management and investment in the UK in general. It has shed
a lot of light on is platforms’ best-buy lists. Even after the initial
issues the Woodford fund was having, it remained on the
Hargreaves Lansdown best-buy list for several months, despite
large institutional clients pulling out. It definitely influences the
retail audience on what to invest in. I do not think we should ban
them but there needs to be more light on how they are being
constructed and potential conflict of interest.
Going back to MiFID II, its intentions have been good but I am
not sure it has achieved what it wanted to in terms of helping the
end investor get a clearer picture of the cost breakdown and in
some cases, it has actually been counterproductive.
If you are comparing S&P 500 ETFs from different providers, it
does not make sense to compare the enhanced MiFID transaction
costs because they are unlikely to have the same methodology.
The methodology fundamentals are being dictated by ESMA
which can see negative spreads so essentially the fund is
making back money but isn’t technically true. The end investor
is not going to understand why the spread is negative, they are
just going to get confused by this number. The spirit of the law is
good, but there is some work to be done still.
Peel: The fund managers publishing negative costs should
be shamed. The managers played the game on the timing

Chair: How much did the Woodford scandal push retail

issues, which again I complained to the FCA about because it

investors towards passive products?

is clearly cheating. They are enticing retail investors who do not

Peel: The move had already started and investor confidence
was dented by the Woodford saga. There is probably a general

know better. If it is a wide spread, you can pull the order and go
back in to try and get a better offer which is what people did.

frustration with the performance of active managers. They are
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Chair: What more can ETF issuers be doing?
Mahmood: There is much more that can be done on the

You need proxy voting and need to ensure voting policies are in
place and are actually acting on it.

education front. They are releasing many white papers although

Yan: Roundtables like this are very useful. The problem

they are not being published in a way that is easily digestible

I am seeing with education is that I have been invited to talk

for the end consumer. This could be a good way to dispel the

many times with providers but when I show up, no-one is there

community of myths and misconceptions. They can direct the

as nobody is interested. Wealth managers need to be educated

content towards people’s investment journeys, whether it be for

but you cannot force them to come and do it.

a pension or a deposit on a house.
Peel: I would like to see ETF issuers bringing investors
together in the same room and ask, “what do you want?”. I cannot
be more than 25% of an ETF, but there will be other investors out
there who will want the same thing as me and we can remove
the chicken and egg problem. Too many products are brought
out in isolation and nothing ever happens with them.
Kennedy: There needs to be more engagement. Both with
investors and with the underlying of their products. Within ESG,
if you are investing in the ESG tool and you are not engaging
with the underlying companies then you are not doing your job.
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Chair: And finally, what one ETF would you like to see
this year?
Kennedy: An ESG product that takes out any energy
exposure. There is a lot of underweighting of energy but I would
like to see some factors that just exclude it altogether.
Mahmood: I would like to see some hedged share classes
within the ESG space.
Peel: Green bonds.
Yan: More alternatives. Cheaper exposure to property
infrastructure as there is only one ETF out there I believe.
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